NEW! Unending Good Fortune

In Celtic lands, the horseshoe has long
been considered lucky. This
knotwork plaque is formed
from three horseshoe
shapes intertwined with
a trinity knot—a wish for
un-ending good fortune.
Hand-carved mahogany
plaque is finished with
hand-buffed wax; each
will vary in woodgrain
coloration. Approx.
11½" across.
D20047 Knotwork Horseshoe
Wood Plaque $100

NEW! Warm Welcome

The Delightful Feast

EXCLUSIVE! The Garden of Delight offers a bountiful feast. Enliven
your dining with rich tapestry-woven runner and placemats, sumptuous
with birds, blossoms and tree in full bloom.
Inspired by the masterwork of William
Morris, a founder of the Arts
and Crafts movement. Cotton/
poly runner is 90" long x 12¼"
wide; placemats are 17¼" x 12½".
Machine-washable. Made in USA.
See throw and wallhanging at
gaelsong.com.
D80010 Garden of Delight
Runner $48
D80020 Garden of Delight
Placemats, set of 4 $32
D50570 Garden of Delight Throw $60
D50570 Garden of Delight Wallhanging 38" x 56" $130 | 56" x 80" $240

Wrap yourself in the warmth of
Ireland. On the beach or on the
sofa, this throw of super-soft
merino wool in traditional Aran knit
surrounds you with the cozy comfort
of an Irish welcome. 42" x 64". 100%
merino wool; hand wash or dry
clean. Made in Ireland. In Cream
or Ocean Grey.
D50061 Super-soft Merino
Throw $140

colm de RÍs Pottery

From the artisan studio of potter Colm de Rís comes this extraordinary hand-thrown and hand-built tableware. Luminous glaze in the deep blues, purples, and
umbers of twilight, highlighted with touches of scarlet, melds with delightfully unexpected shapes, finely crafted, to transform your table into a work of art.
Plates swirl to a central spiral, while the mug sports a handle curved to a spiral at the base. Curved bowl features a distinctive botanically-inspired shape; round
bowl has a wide rim. The square dish adds modern geometry to your place setting; it can also be hung as a wall decoration. Fill the pitcher with your favorite
beverage, use to hold flowers, or just admire its artistic form. Salt and pepper set adds the finishing touch to your table. Teapot features a dramatically-swooped
handle, echoed by the loop atop the lid. Each piece shows off the triskele medallion and is individually thrown and glazed; expect noticeable variation. Oven,
microwave and dishwasher safe. Handmade in Dublin, Ireland. Gift wrap and rush delivery are not available.
D65009 Side Plate (7¾") $35
D65011 Dinner Plate (10¼") $48
D65015 Curved Bowl (7" diameter, 16 oz) $48
D63007 Curved Mug (4½" tall, 12 oz) $36

Cream

D62811 SAVE $100! Buy 16-piece set (4 place settings)
regularly $668;
SPECIAL PRICE $568 (plus $20 delivery surcharge)
D68011 Round Bowl (8½" diameter, 18 oz) $75
D68013 Square Dish (9½" across, 10 oz) $60
D68014 Pitcher (9½" high, 74 oz) $75
D68018 Salt and Pepper Shaker Set $48

Ocean Grey

when the cat's asleep...

D62790 Swirl Sugar Bowl $55 (see gaelsong.com)
D62800 Artisan Teapot $195

Tea Time
A visitor to a Celtic home will always be
invited to stay for a pot of tea, and to talk. The
most welcome has a wealth of stories—or is an
appreciative listener. When the teapot finally runs
dry, there’s still time for one more tale!

NEW! Fill Your Bowl

Shhh! A tired-out kitten naps on pile of books. The
mouse atop the stack knows a secret—the book lifts to
reveal a tiny box. Hand-painted resin. 3½" long,
1¼" high.
D24053 Napping Kitten Box $14

Cheerful porcelain bowls colorfully decorated
inside and out with Celtic artwork. Larger bowls are
5¼" across at top, 2½" high; smaller are 4¼" across
top, 2¼" high. Dishwasher safe.
Sold individually or in sets of
three designs, assorted as
shown.

Detail of tiny box

large

small

D60009 Set of 3 Small
Bowls, 3 designs $27

gaelsong.com

1.800.205.5790

D60009

D60010

D60011

D60014 Celtic Cross and Knotwork Bowl, 5¼" 14
D60015 Knotwork and Shamrock Bowl, 5¼" $14
D60016 Cead Mile Failte and Spirals Bowl, 5¼" $14
D60009 Claddagh Ring Bowl, 4¼" $10
D60010 Harp and Knotwork Bowl, 4¼" $10
D60011 “Land of Welcomes” Bowl, 4¼" $10
$

D60010 Set of 3 Large
Bowls, 3 designs $40
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